keeping you warm on those cold, lonely nights
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Junior Only Smokes 15 Times Over
Winter Break

W

hen
the
fall
semester comes to a
close,
Washington
University students
look forward to Winter Break
to relax, see friends and family,
and, of course, smoke lots of
weed. However, one student,
Ryan Potters, has defied this
trend, reportedly only smoking
15 times over the 24-day break.
Potters, who is extremely proud
of his achievement, believes
he may have set the record for
smoking the least over Winter
Break in division three collegiate history.
“I really have to give all
the credit to my hard work and
discipline”, said the red-eyed
junior, as if he were in a trance.
“Winter Break in my home town
of Po[r]t Washington is basically
like one giant hotbox sesh, but
you just gotta believe in yourself
and power through to make sure

you don’t succumb.”
Potters then went on
to say how weird of
a word succumb is it,
and how it’s kind of
gay because you’re
basically saying “suck
cum”.
After
much
prompting,
Potters
divulged some of the
tricks he used to stay
clean. “Some nights
I didn’t seek it out or
anything,” he revealed
“I mean like half of
Potters barely even remembers what this is ...
the time, I didn’t even
hit up my drug dealer,
drug made every toke more
Xpynzz, for an eighth or even a enjoyable, you know?
dub, and I don’t think I did more
Since the interview, Potters
than nine bong rips over the has kept to his strict weed
entire vacation.”
recess. At the time of writing,
When asked if he planned to the junior has only smoked 9
continue his sabbatical, Potters times in his two weeks being
replied that he was, and that he back at school.
really felt the absence from the

Wash U Raises Tuition to Combat
Rampant Levels of Stuck-Up Students
According to a recently
published article in the New
York Times, Wash U is the most
all around stuck-up college
in America, narrowly beating
out Dartmouth this year for
the top spot. This rating takes
into account the percentage of
students that qualify as lowincome, the number of Audis
on campus, and the amount
that students complain about
doing work, among other
statistical factors.
To combat this issue, Chancellor Wrighton has decided to
make a Wash U education even

will not only make sure these
snobby assholes don’t ruin
that, but also will make sure
I still get to take my annual
trip to the Seychelles” The
raise in tuition will support a
number of projects on campus,
including “financial aid”, the
new building going up by the
art school that doesn’t seem
to have a purpose, and the
administration’s spring break
retreat in Aspen.
In
response,
wealthy
students across campus have
taken to doing what they do
best:
complaining.
These
students object to the
raise in tuition as well as
the cut in their weekly
allowances. “My dad said
this new bump in tuition
means he’s going to have
to take away my Beemer,”
lamented junior Clarissa
Robbins. She continued,
“I just don’t understand, I
work so hard here, why
aren’t they paying ME?”
On the other hand, senior
Joey Banks said, “I just
can’t believe someone
would
call the kids here
The real victims of the tuition raise who are going to have to stay stuck with last
year’s Mac book

more expensive, as announced
in an email about a raise in
tuition costs this year. While at
first glance the decision seems
to further restrict the income
range of potential students, the
administration has stated that
what they really intend it to do
is knock the current student
down a fucking peg.
When
contacted
for
comment Chancellor Wrighton
spoke of how the tuition raise
would benefit the school at
large saying, “Wash U has come
to embody a certain standard of
excellence. This tuition increase
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Junior Can’t Figure Out How to Talk About Her
Spiritual Journey in India Without Sounding
Pretentious
Junior Anna Blaskovich has
been faced with the tough problem
of relating to all of her friends just
how life-changing her study abroad
program in Mumbai truly was. Blaskovich has had trouble conveying all
the amazing details of her experiences while remaining subtle about
how those same experiences make
her better than everyone else.
“I always heard about these
spiritual journeys on TV but I never
understood how magical it would
be until I went,” Blaskovich told
her new lab group before adding “I
mean you really just had to be there.”
Anna claims to have truly
turned her life around while
sitting by the Ulhas River, that she
remarked flowed with “the waves of
a billion people’s hopes and goals.”
After hiking in the foothills of the
Himalayas the previously vehement
atheist admits that she truly “had
never felt closer to God,” and on her
visit to the Ganges, Blaskovich tells
that she could just sense “the auras
of all people uniting in the cause
of humanity,” a feeling she told her
friends they might get to have one
day too.
Unfortunately, her findings have
been less inspiring to her classmates
than they were to her. “I tried to tell
my friend Jill about the nobility I
found in the slums around the city,
and I could see her eyes just glaze

WUnderground
WUnderground is WashU’s
premier [only] satirical
newspaper and should be
taken about as seriously as that
chick who you’re kind of into
poking you on Facebook.
However, the news reported by
this paper
is completely fictitious,
at least to our knowledge.
Any resemblance to persons
living, ailing or dead is
entirely intentional.
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Graduating Senior Reconsidering Moving in with Her LongTime Boyfriend, Netflix
Despite having dated for most
of college, senior Melissa Dunn
has recently begun to have reservations about moving in with her
significant other, Netflix. Although
she still enjoys spending time with
Netflix, issues with their relationship have lead Dunn to believe
maybe it’s better to move on rather

than move in.
Dunn and Netflix first began
their relationship freshman year.
As an undecided major vaguely
playing around with the idea of
studying film and media, Dunn
was looking for someone to spend
her ample free time with. “I just
didn’t have that much to do, and we
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seemed to have a lot in common.
So, yeah, I guess we started out as
friends and it just gradually got
more serious until I was spending
most of my time with Netflix,”
Dunn reminisced.
It wasn’t until recently that
Dunn’s friends reached out to her,
concerned about her relationship.
Roommate Jen Young recalls
when she first noticed the
problem saying, “Sure, everyone
binged a little as a freshman.
You just had the time, and lets
face it, college is the time for
that. But most people grow out
of binging, they watch shows
responsibly. Netflix was really
dragging Melissa down.”
Once her friends voiced
their concerns, Dunn began to
notice the warning signs as well.
“I always knew Netflix liked to
have a good time, but it wasn’t
until I talked to my friends that

I saw Netflix was really pushing
me as well.” While most students
report having enjoyed movies and
shows several times as well and
occasionally multiple episodes at a
time, Netflix engages in a dangerous
practice known as “auto-playing”
in which shows are played continuously, leaving no time for the viewer
to recover. “It got so bad that Netflix
started to suggest things I wasn’t
even in to, and I’d still go through
with it. I realized how unhealthy it
got when I watched all of Marco Polo
in one sitting. I mean, for fuck’s sake,
it has a 27% on Rotten Tomatoes,” an
exasperated Dunn remarked.
As of press time, Dunn is trying
to figure out a way to cut ties with
Netflix while already planning
her next relationship. “Hulu looks
nice, but I heard he’s a tease. Whatever happens I know I always have
Youtube lined up and waiting,”
remarked Dunn.

Foreign Correspondent
Blaskovich has completely integrated into the beautiful culture of India
over. It happened to the guy who
sits next to me in social psych too.
I guess I just can’t expect people to
‘get it,’ you know?”
After her first few run-ins with
less-than-receptive audiences for
her overseas revelations Blaskovich
admits she started shortening
her story a bit. “I leave out the bit
where I saw the Dalai Lama from a
distance you know? I only recount

three of my eight days of meditation.
That kind of stuff. It’s definitely been
helping with the eyerolls,” Blaskovich
admitted, though she quickly added
“My friends should really try to have
a more receptive consciousness.”
Apparently the abridged tale has
proved significantly more popular,
as she was most recently overheard
telling her grand-little from her
sorority “Yeah, my trip was good.”

Student Belatedly Decided to Give back this
Holiday Season, Gives Rosetta Stone to
Housekeeper
Last week, after the long winter belated holiday cheer. After seeing
break sophomore Jessica Harold so much kindness and hope around
found herself filled with the spirit of her at home she wanted to do something herself to give
back, so Harold decided
to gift Rosetta Stone’s
English
I
computer
program to her South
40 House housekeeper.
In an interview Harold
stated, “There was this
Christmas-themed
Extreme Home Makeover marathon on ABC
that I saw before flying
back and I was just like
wow, these people are so
great. I should do something like
“It’s basically the
perfect gift” Harold told
our interviewer, “she can
use it first and then it
can have an even bigger
impact if she sends it
back to her family in
Africa.” Harold does not
By popular demand, Rosette Stone’s new housekeeping edition

know the name of her housekeeper,
and is pretty sure they have never had
a conversation.
To find out more we asked ResLife
for Harold’s housekeeper’s contact
information and they reported that
she was a quiet African-American
woman born and raised in Detroit,
named Tamara Jones. We were unable
to contact Ms. Jones but the welcome
note left in Jessica’s bathroom from
the first week of school tells us that
she is currently obtaining her master’s
in English literature at Saint Louis
University, and is working for WashU
part-time in order to defray the cost of
her schooling.
Harold later contacted us to
inform us that she felt so great about
her good deed that she decided to
derail her previous summer plans and
go to Africa instead. “I would like to,
like, really understand the culture
and teach English to children,” Jessica
explained. She is currently telling all
of her friends about her planned trip
to Africa and how great it feels to give
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We are always recruiting new
members. If you would like to
write, edit, doodle, spellczech,
or post our nudes to the
internet, email us at:
wunderground@su.wustl.edu,
like us on Facebook, and
follow us on Twitter
(@_WUnderground)

Area Student’s Welcome Back Hug Not Quite as Enthusiastic
as Classmate’s
Upon returning to school, local
student Mike Keen was excitedly
greeted by his friends, but not to the
same degree as classmate, Walter
Hoss. While both wayward friends
were welcomed back with warm
hugs, the hugs Hoss received were
just a little bit warmer according to
sources present at the incident.
While
normal
salutations
among the friend group consist of
fist-bumps and low-fives, after long
separation a brief hug is expected.
Although the bro-grab is meant to
be brief, Keen noted that his were
maybe a little too brief, especially
when compared to Hoss’s loving
embraces. “On average, Walter got
one more back-pat per hug. Oh
and they were almost a third of a
second longer than mine,” Keen

remembered with tears clearly
forming in his eyes. “Hey, I’m not
an idiot. I know freshman friend
groups drift apart, and I can take a
hint,” Keen finished before quickly
running to the bathroom.
Directly after his traumatic
experience, Keen had been too
dazed to completely register all
the stories of how Hoss was now
better at pong than all his friends
back home. “The whole situation was pretty fucked. There I
was faced with a gigantic rift that
had just opened up between my
supposed friends and me, and they
were just pretending like nothing
had happened,” Keen later told
us over a tub of Ben & Jerry’s ice
cream. When Keen later regaled his
similar experiences with the college

Point
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drinking
game
over break, he was
simply met with a
“sweet, bro” instead
of Hoss’s gushing
adulations of “yeah
totally, man.”
Today,
Keen
is picking up the
pieces of his broken
life and moving
on. Keen has even
reported he already
found some “new
homies” by posting
in the Washington
University in St.
Louis Class Of 2018
Facebook group.
Dramatic recreation of the offending hug

Counter-Point

Damn, I bet I could even give
better head than my girlfriend

Wait why the fuck are you

By Jason Lesoe

By Anderson Cooper

Sophomore,
complaining
getting his dick sucked
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Sure he’s a babe. But is he right for her?

I don’t get it. How can someone be bad
at sucking dick? Like seriously, the first
time I got head it was like someone
wrapped my penis in clouds made of
kitten fur. And also the clouds all have
mouths which were sucking my dick.
But my girlfriend is more like a damp
towel thats been microwaved for a bit
and it clumsily flailing around in your

about

pants. Oh, and the towel has teeth. Now
I’m not saying I know from experience,
but I’m fairly certain I could do a better
job than her. Just based on how much
worse her handjobs are than... well you
get the picture. But, yeah, no, I could
definitely suck dick better than her.

asking me?

Respected reporter, ageless
Yes, I’m a reporter, and yes, I often
editorialize with my opinions. But are
you seriously asking my opinion on the
matter of sucking dick? I am in no way
qualified as a professional to argue this.
Wait, what am I even supposed to be
rebutting? That this kid would be better
at sucking dick than his girlfriend? Look,
this is just insulting. I wish the general

public could move past categorizing
professionals based on their personal
identity. But, yeah, no, he’s right it’s
pretty easy.
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Oscar Nomination Snubs Raise Serious
Questions
The
recent
release of the 2015
Oscar
nominations have caused
many to question
the fairness of
the Academy. The
apparent sweeping
bias across all categories have landed
the Academy in
hot water. Now
everyone is asking
the same questions.
Is the Academy
too steeped in
their preconceived
notions of excel- Notice anything missing?
lence that those
deserving of recogas President Business, Morgan
nition are being passed over Freeman was in it which should
for the more conservative but be an award in and of itself, and
less notable? I mean why the Chris Pratt, like the hottest actor
fuck wasn’t The Lego Movie on the planet right now, was the
nominated for Best Animated main character. THAT cast and
Feature Film?
no nomination? You’ve got to be
That shit was the best movie kidding me, Academy.
of the whole goddamn year! First
Basically the Academy is
off, Legos are awesome. ‘Nuff tripping major ballsack in not
said. Will Ferrell was amazing

Top 10 New Years Resolutions
You’ve Already Given Up On

10.
9.
nominating The Lego Movie
for Best Animated Feature Film.
Well, at least “Everything is
Awesome” was nominated. I’m
still singing that shit. “Everything is awesome! Everything is
cool when you’re part of a team!”
See, now its stuck in your head
too, and I bet you aren’t even
upset.

Belated Rosetta Stone Gift Continued
back. She has not yet decided on
what country she will visit, but
in her latest email to us she said

she is “looking into Mozam- she is “a bit concerned about the
bique,” because she heard they Ebola risk.”
have great beaches, although

Wash U Raises Tuition to Combat
Rampant Stuck-Up Students Continued
spoiled. My parents wont even up in my grill, and my wife says
replace the second iPhone I I work too much, and my kids
broke, and, like, I had to beg for don’t understand why they’re
them to even keep paying for going to have to give up their
my Netflix account!”
Gucci loafers... It’s just really
Wrighton also seems to hard, you know?”
be struggling with the issue.
The 12 low-income students
“Sometimes it’s like I just can’t on campus, however, were more
win,” he said. “I’m trying to ambivalent towards the change.
change, but the donors are all “The increased tuition really

Top 10...

doesn’t affect our scholarships,” sophomore Josie Rotini
reported. “The main things I
noticed were longer lines in
BD these past couple weeks.
I guess the increased tuition
cost came out of their Ibby’s
budget.”

Consent

Achieving an erection

8.

Achieving anything

7.

Stop answering calls from
Amanda Bynes

6.

Having normative
experiences

5.

Drinking more liquor that wasn’t
made in a toilet

4.

Not only brushing every other
tooth

3.

Not killing people

2.

Stop screaming mom’s name
during sex

1.

Going to the gym

sexual

What Do You Think?
The attacks Charlie Hedbo recently suffered have sparked both national and international support of France as well as reactionary hatred of Muslims.What do you think?

George W. Bush
The 43rd President but the 1st in our
hearts:

“We’ve
decided
to
rename freedom fries —
french fries in memory
of the french lives lost.”

George Washington

Set most precedent for how our government behaves

“Wait, what are
Muslims and
should I hate
them more or
less than Jews?”

La Tour Eiffel

The Prophet Muhammad

A Pencil

Français

Peace be upon him

Ubiquitous character in recent
editorial cartoons

“Oh-hoh-hoh ma petite
chérie, sacré bleu! L’omelette
du fromage, voulez-vous
coucher avec moi ce soir.”

“Oh for fuck’s
sake, again?”

“Great, so this Mohamad
guy gets his picture drawn,
and now my image is being
exploited by cartoonists
everywhere”

